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Messages are generated by mobile hosts in a fixed interval of time. Number of messages generated can be 

increased by reducing the message inter arrival time. Message is generated and according to message type 

mobile host sends signal support station for further processing. The proposed the modification is to verify 

certain conditions after receiving the message. 

 

As the check pointing decision is selective and hence, the total number of checkpoints is reduced. Again the 

algorithm has no additional control message overhead. So total time to process the message is less as 

compared to existing protocol where the checkpoint overhead is high. 
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ABSTRACT 

EXISTING ALGORITHMS 

In the existing Check pointing protocol, each host takes checkpoints independently [1]. 

Independently taken checkpoints are called basic checkpoints and those triggered by some 

message reception are called forced checkpoints. Each basic checkpoint request is generated after a 

fixed time interval. The checkpoint interval can vary but no condition is checked for time interval. 

Whenever faults occur, hosts rollback to some consistent state. This technique is although simple 

but may suffer from domino effect hence recovery time may be larger. 

 

Algorithm executed at a Mobile Host (Mj): 

 

1  Begin  

2  Initialise network variables like self and neighbours id.  

3  Create a message queue.  

4  Generate the message.  

5   Check (message type) 

 6  If (message_type = = Normal)  

{  Examine whether it is send or not.  
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If (send) 

   Send the message to particular host.  

else  

Receive the message. }  

7  If (message type= =Checkpoint Request)  

{  execute procedure checkpoint }  

8  If (messge_type= = Failure signal)  

{  send failure signal to MSS. 

   Receive the message from MSS to suspend operation. }  

9  If (message_type= = Recovery signal)  

{  Send signal to MSS that I`m going to recover.  

Wait,  

Collect all information for restarting by MSS.  

Restart from the last consistent point. }  

10  Goto step 4  

11  End 

 

Algorithm executed at a Mobile Host for checkpoint: 

 

1 Begin procedure checkpoint 

2 Send checkpoint request to MS. 

3 {Record its local state, messages of mobile host. 

 Transfers local state, messages to MSS.} 

4 Receive acknowledgement from MSS. 

5 End procedure checkpoint. 

 

 

The mobile support station is the backbone of mobile computing system. Each mobile host can 

talk to other hosts only through MSS. Mobile support station takes the checkpoint of the particular 

mobile host when checkpoint request is generated. MSS sends signals like suspend operation wake 

up and also gives the consistent point from where mobile and fixed station can start their execution 

after failure and recovery. 
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Algorithm executed at a mobile Support Station: 

 

1 Begin 

2 For all mobile hosts and fixed station in the system 

3 Receive the messages 

4 Check (message _type) 

5 If (message type = =Normal) 

 { Forward the message to destination host.  } 

6 If (message _ type = = Checkpoint Request ) 

{  Take checkpoint for source mobile host. 

  Update the message and state log for mobile host 

 Send acknowledgement to source mobile host.   } 

7 If (message _type = = Failure Signal) 

 { Send signal to suspend working to source host. 

 And all the hosts which are communicating with faulty host } 

8 If (message type= =Recovery Signal) 

{  Scan the message and state log. Make a consistent global state. 

Send rollback signal to host and, 

 dependent hosts to their last consistent checkpoint state. } 

9 Goto step 3. 

10 End. 

Fixed station simply generates the messages and when the checkpoint request message is generated 

it signals MSSS to take checkpoint of all the hosts. On receiving this signal, MSS sends checkpoint 

request to all hosts. Then every host giving their checkpoint status to MSS and then MSS transfers to 

the fixed station and it make it to permanent. Because checkpoints are taken synchronously there is 

always a consistent state. 

 

Algorithm executed at a Fixed Station: 

 

1. Begin 

2. Initialise the network variables like self and neighbours id. 

3. Create a queue. 

4. Generate the message. 
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5. Check (message _ type) 

6. If (message _ type = = Normal) 

 { Execute normal operation. } 

7. If (message _ type = = Checkpoint Request) 

 { Checkpoint Request generated. 

Send signal to MSS, for taking Checkpoint of all the hosts. 

   Wait, 

              Receive acknowledgement from MSS. 

                                   Collect information of all the hosts. 

                Make them permanent. } 

8. If (message _type = = Failure Signal) 

 { Send Failure signal to all hosts and MSS. 

   Suspend operation.} 

9. If (message _ type = = Recovery Signal) 

  { Sends recovery signal to MSS and all hosts. 

   Wait, 

 Collect all information for restarting by MSS.  

               Restart from the last global consistent point. } 

10. Goto step 4 

11. End 

PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS 

We propose to verify certain conditions after reception of message instead of taking checkpoints 

after fixed time interval. This helps in reducing the recovery time. 

 

When it is time for a host to take a basic checkpoint, it takes a basic checkpoint only if it did not 

already take a forced checkpoint with the sequence number that is expected to be assigning to the 

next basic checkpoint; otherwise, it skips taking the basic checkpoint. When a host receives a 

message, it takes a forced checkpoint before processing the message if the sequence number of its 

current checkpoint is less than the checkpoint sequence number received with message. 

 

Each mobile host has two variables seq_noi and nexti .The value of the variable seq_no denotes the 

sequence number of the latest checkpoint taken by mobile host. The value of next denotes the 

sequence number to be assigned to the next basic checkpoint that mobile host will take. The 

variable next is incremented by host after every checkpoint interval. The sequence number 

piggybacked with the message is denoted by Message. seq_no. The temporary storage of sequence 
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number is denoted by temp.seq_no. Since the protocol requires the control information to be 

piggybacked, while sending a message. The check pointing decision is taken while receiving a 

message. 

Algorithm executed at a Mobile Host: 

        Mobile host increment nexti periodically after every checkpoint interval   

               nexti = nexti + 1; 

   When it is time for mobile host to take basic checkpoint 

1. If nexti > seq_noi 

2. Execute procedure checkpoint. 

3. Temp.seq_no = nexti. 

4. Seq_noi = temp. seq_no. 

      While mobile host sending a message 

1. Message. Seq_no=swq_noi. 

Sequence number of the current checkpoint piggybacked with message 

2. Send it to particular mobile host. 

       While mobile host Mj receives a message from Mi 

1. If Message .seq_no > seq_noj 

2. Execute procedure checkpoint. 

3. temp.seq_no= Message. seq_ no. 

4. seq_noj = temp. seq_no 

5. Process the message. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the existing scheme the decision of check pointing is taken after a fixed interval of time 

when there is a checkpoint request message generated. In this case, if we reduce the checkpoint 

interval then the number of checkpoints is increased but the rollback distance is decreased. The 

overall effect of time needed to process the messages is increased is increased with the increase of 

number of messages and mobile hosts because the reduction of rollback time is counterbalanced by 

the overhead of checkpoint time. We propose the modification in which we verify certain condition 

after receiving the message. 

 

As the check pointing decision is selective and hence, the total number of checkpoints is reduced. 

Again the algorithm has no additional control message overhead. So total time to process the 

message is less as compared to existing protocol where the checkpoint overhead is high. 
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